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OUTSIDE the Beltway

EXISTING AND PROPOSED
TRANSIT SERVICE IN THE I-66 CORRIDOR

Multimodal Solutions - 495 to Haymarket

PROPOSED TRANSIT IN THE I-66 CORRIDOR

Existing
Transit Service
¨¨Local Bus

+

¨¨Commuter Bus
¨¨Metrorail
¨¨Virginia Railway
Express (VRE)

Proposed New or
Modified Commuter
Bus Service
¨¨Provides enhanced
connectivity between
park-and-ride
facilities
and regional
destinations

+

¨¨AM eastbound/PM
westbound peak
period service

POTENTIAL FUTURE
TRANSIT*

Proposed
New I-66
Rapid Bus Service

¨¨Bus Rapid Transit
¨¨Light Rail Transit

¨¨Compliments
Metrorail

¨¨Metrorail Extension
¨¨VRE Extension

¨¨Frequent, all-day
bi-directional service

*Could be advanced as
part of future projects,
separate from the I-66
Corridor Improvement
Project

¨¨To/from key parkand-ride facilities
that have direct
access to Express
Lanes and Metrorail
stations in and near
the I-66 corridor

TRANSIT SERVICE TYPES

= New or expanded service proposed as a part
of the I-66 Corridor Improvement Project

Local Bus (PRTC OmniLink, Fairfax
Connector, Metrobus, City of Fairfax CUE)
Local bus typically serves shortdistance trips within the same or
adjacent jurisdictions. Local bus
usually operates throughout the day,
stopping frequently and serving many
destinations.

Regional Commuter Bus (PRTC
OmniRide/Metro Direct, Tysons
Express, Loudoun County Transit)
Regional commuter bus service
typically directly serves specific longdistance travel markets and specific
employment centers to reduce travel
time and increase convenience
and attractiveness for its patrons.
Services usually have stops only
at termini and operate with limited
frequency during off-peak periods.

Rapid Bus
Rapid bus typically operates in a
mixture of dedicated (including
HOV and managed lanes) and
general purpose travel lanes. Rapid
bus may benefit from transit signal
priority, queue jump lanes, dedicated/
specifically designed stops, and
enhanced passenger amenities such as level boarding,
off-board fare collection, and covered/enclosed waiting
areas. Some branding is typical of rapid bus services.

Commuter Rail (VRE)

Heavy Rail Transit (Metrorail)

Bus Rapid Transit

Light Rail Transit

Commuter rail is
an electric or diesel
propelled railway for
urban passenger
rail service. It often
runs in a corridor
shared with freight
and passenger rail services. Typically,
commuter rail carries moderate- to longdistance commuter trips in corridors with
a high density of trips with similar origins
and destinations between suburbs and a
central city.

Heavy rail transit
(HRT) is an electric
railway characterized
by high speed and
rapid acceleration
passenger rail cars
typically operating in
multi-car trains on fixed rails; separated
right-of-way from which all other
vehicular and foot traffic are excluded;
sophisticated signaling; and high platform
level entry loading. Substantial and
sophisticated passenger amenities are
typically provided in HRT systems.

Bus rapid transit (BRT)
combines much of the
quality of rail transit
with the flexibility and
cost-effectiveness of
buses. BRT system
elements are similar
to those more commonly found in rail
transit systems. BRT typically employs
specifically branded special vehicles,
sophisticated transit stations, off-board
fare collection, level boarding, transit
priority at intersections, and fully to
mostly dedicated transit runningways.

Light rail transit (LRT)
is an electrically
powered, highcapacity rail
technology capable
of operating in a wide
range of physical
configurations. LRT typically operates in
single vehicle or short trains in mostly or
fully-dedicated runningway. Substantial
and sophisticated passenger amenities
are typically provided in LRT systems.

 Curious about proposed new routes and destinations?
See the “Preliminary Proposed New Transit Service” board.
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